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you can either choose the old photo to scan to a virtual image or choose an actual photo to scan using
a scanner. the virtual image can only be virtual and restored just like a photo taken from a digital

camera. it can be saved to a computer as well as transferred to your hard disk. our photo restoration
software is perfect for all those photos that contain spots, spots, dust, smudges, scratches and dark
areas on an image. it can restore your old and damaged photos into new, healthy and clear photos.

restoring old photos of a family and putting it into the frame or putting it into your album is what you
can achieve. old photos can be restored to perfect as you can make your old photos looking like if you

have taken them today. when you scan old photos, the software automatically identifies the light
spots and dust. the software can make the most of the scanning device you have and helps to restore

old photos into clear and clean ones. the scanner you have can affect the quality of your scanned
images so you need to make sure that the scanner is working properly. this software will work

perfectly with different types of scanners. with the help of our software, you can extract the light
spots from old photos. we have made sure that our photo restoration software is helping with nearly
all the types of old and damaged photos. you will be able to restore old photos of a family and put it
into the frame or put it into your album. old photos can be restored to perfect as you can make your
old photos looking like if you have taken them today. you can restore the whole photos or just the

small portion of the photos you need. we are providing the best photo restoration software that can
repair light spots, spots, smudges, scratches and dust on your old photos. this software is compatible

with different types of scanners.
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softorbits photo retoucher is a photo editing software that can be used as a standalone or as a
plug-in for adobe photoshop and lightroom. it can be used to repair photo, remove unwanted

objects and touch-ups. it can also remove spots, blemishes, wrinkles, and red eyes from a photo.
it can take a photo, you can do whatever you want to do within the software. the filters and

editing tools allow you to achieve the look you are seeking from a photo you have taken.
softorbits photo retoucher also can set the exposure, saturation, and contrast of images and

videos. it is a very powerful software for repairing flaws in photos and removing wrinkles from old
pictures. this can now be used on photos you import from digital cameras, a photo from memory

card or a software utility like microsoft's photostitch . softorbits photo retoucher is capable of
repairing spots, blemishes and wrinkles in photos and video. you can also do minor repair such as

crop, resize, color and brightness adjustment and add a personal touch using a variety of tools
and filters. you can blur spots, remove wrinkles and increase the contrast and saturation of an
image. this software can be used to enhance photos, remove wrinkles and spots, and repair

images taken with backlighting. you can also add a personal touch to photos using a variety of
tools and filters. this makes it perfect for all kinds of photos. softorbits photo retoucher is a

powerful photo editing software that can repair images, remove wrinkles, remove spots, add a
personal touch to photos, and do any other editing you can think of in seconds. it can also correct

backlighting and any other little imperfections. 5ec8ef588b
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